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QUARTERLY REPORT OVERVIEW
In March of 2016, the Spearfish City Council approved the 2016-2020 Spearfish Community Strategic Plan. After
nearly a yearlong community engagement planning process to outline the community’s preferred future, this
framework now serves as the roadmap for its future through five foundation pillars:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Balanced Growth & Business Partnerships
Fiscal & Resource Management
Lifelong Learning & Leadership
Quality of Life
Sense of Community

Under the five Community Pillars, there are a total of 18 Focus Areas that further narrow long-term aspirations under
each pillar/goal. As noted in the Strategic Plan, quarterly review sessions demonstrate the commitment for
accountability and transparency by assessing implementation progress of the Focus Areas’ action plans and then
communicating those results. Prior to the first quarterly review session held on September 29, 2016, various city
leadership staff completed and submitted progress reports for their respectively assigned Focus Area. This data was
presented and reviewed by the Steering Committee as part of the first quarterly review session dashboard packet.
The purpose of this document is to report the status of initiatives within the Pillars and Focus Areas to the City
Council and community as tracked by city staff and discussed by the Steering Committee. This reporting process will
also follow the 6-month review meeting already tentatively scheduled for March 16, 2017 and the 12-month review
retreat (TBD). In addition, department action steps and performance measurements that align with the Strategic Plan
will be outlined in city departments’ annual reports and also be routinely conveyed as projects and issues of
importance are addressed.
Within the Plan are objective milestones to ensure that the strategies remain on-track towards the Our Preferred
Future Vision statement:
Spearfish is a safe and welcoming community which ensures quality of life
by engaging its citizens; preserving its beauty and heritage; and fostering
education, the arts, and economic and cultural diversity.

YTD STRATEGIC PLAN HIGHLIGHTS
The Steering Committee identified the following as just a few of the year-to-date successes as a result of the
Strategic Plan and engaging in the visionary planning process:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provided the foundation for the community’s direction.
Improved outreach systems to the Spearfish citizenry.
Increased community engagement opportunities.
Improved community’s quality of life brand.
Increased collaboration among stakeholders to achieve goals.
Utilized the Plan as a “work plan tool” for staff.
Utilized the Plan as a tool for budget stability.
Validated the need for various assessments.
Improved systems and/or adopted policies to ensure equity.
Assisted City Council and staff leadership in decision-making.
Improved operational efficiencies.
Empowered city staff.
Leveraged resources.
Provided a proactive focus on priorities that meet the needs of the community.

REVIEW SESSION DASHBOARD
The initial review process dashboard used at the first quarterly review had two sections:
•
Key Assumptions
•
Community Pillars: Progress Status at a Glance
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Key Assumptions
The 2016-2020 Spearfish Community Strategic Plan is also based on specific Key Assumptions comprised of
internal and external factors, current situations, and future projections that may influence the plan’s Community
Pillars, Focus Areas, Objectives and Action Steps. Not surprisingly, the future often does not always unfold as
predicted, conditions change and emerging needs arise. Therefore, the Steering Committee established the below
Key Assumptions at the first quarterly review session and will assess them on a quarterly and annual basis, as they
serve as vital indicators for strategies’ execution success. If any of the Key Assumptions change or are proven
wrong, the 2016-2020 Spearfish Community Strategic Plan will be revised accordingly.
1.

State of Community’s General Economy: Stable, steady growth. Factors include: increase in sales tax; increase of the mean
household income; weathered energy sector downturn; increase in school district enrollment; and decrease in Black Hills State
University enrollment.

2.

State of the Community’s Citizens’ Economy: Becoming more bimodal. Factors include: more disparate groups within the
community; increased need for the local food pantry and backpack program for students; increase in the cost of living including
housing, health and food costs; increase in minimum wage; and decrease in gas prices.

3.

State of South Dakota’s Economy: Stable. Factors include: struggle to meet federal mandates; agriculture sector is in
challenging times; and the political climate may not promote increase revenue streams through taxation.

4.

State of the Community’s ability to delivery quality City services: Strong. Factors include: strong long-term planning;
conservative fiscal practices; and healthy proactive budget policies to deliver quality services.

5.

State of Citizen Satisfaction of services provided by the City: High satisfaction. Factors include: overall quality of life
satisfaction is high; fringe groups have varying opinions of city’s prioritizations of services; citizenry has high expectations and
sometimes expectations are unrealistic.

6.

State of the Community’s funding sources; legislation; mandates, etc.: Weak. Factors include: increased competition for
resources with county; increased level of mandates and decreased funding assistance; existing funding sources are solid however
expenses continue to rise at a higher rate than current revenue streams. Legislature currently does not allow for local control
regarding additional revenue sources.

7.

State of City Budget Planning: Positive. Positive new budgeting principles for the city have been established in 2016 and will be
initiated during the 2017 budgeting processes that focus on long-range planning, financial stability and financial viability.

8.

State of the City’s Workforce & Capacity: Skilled worker labor supply is low. Factors include: lower wages and benefits for
skilled positions; cost of living is high. An aging workforce, recruitment and retention of qualified personnel, and budget constraints
for additional workforce to meet the needs of community growth may be future workforce factors.

9.

State of the Community Economic Development: Steady. Factors include: major investment in new businesses; low tax burden
and environment is positive however wages and the high cost of living are still challenging.

10. State of the Community Growth & Development: Slow and steady. Factors include: steady growth rate produces a sustainable
path for development; costs of services are rising faster than the revenue to pay for the services; additional development standards
are needed.
11. State of the Community’s Natural and Cultural Resources & Recreational Opportunities: High. Users enjoy un-crowded, high
quality experiences in the local and regional recreational areas. However, there is a need for long-range planning and funding for
increased use and public demand to preserve, maintain and operate the resource and/or recreational asset.
12. State of the Community’s Public Safety: Positive. Factors include: public safety departments are well positioned and proactively
serving the public while the city continually evaluates E911 services and prepares for increases in crime, drug use and emergency
responses.
13. State of the Community’s Engagement & Leadership: Unlimited opportunities. Factors include: Multiple
engagement channels and leadership levels within the community; high quality of passionate and determined community leaders;
succession planning for many key positions will be essential; issues-based reaction is sometimes the stimulant for engagement.
14. State of the Community’s Assets: Solid. Factors include: major community sectors and infrastructure are sound or thriving with
solid maintenance plans, however there are a number of other structures that still require proper maintenance.
15. State of IT & Communication: Above average. Factors include: business and residential services function at high levels with fast
speeds to meet the needs within populated areas; remote location limits experience heavy data demands and rural residential
services.
16. State of Climate Change: Exposed to diverse and unpredictable conditions. Factors include: drought conditions could persist and
may place a strain on ground water resources and could increase the risk of fires.
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Community Pillars: Progress Status at a Glance
Community
Pillar

Focus Area

1. Balanced
Growth &
Business
Partnerships

1.1 Community
Design,
Standards &
Policies

Action Steps In Progress or Completed
1.1.3 Create and adopt a comprehensive development standards and specifications manual
that will assist to be used in both private development and city public works projects.
1.1.4 Ensure that an adequate supply of industrial and commercially zoned lands exist in
order to attract a variety of businesses to Spearfish in order to grow and diversify employment
opportunities as well as increase sales tax revenues.
1.1.15 Complete a housing study and define affordable housing based on median home
values and income levels and create an implementation plan.

1.2
Partnerships

1.2.1 Collaborate with the Downtown Business Association, merchants, and other interest
groups to promote and support special events and activities that will increase the
community’s visibility and presence in the region and nation.
1.2.3 Create policies and regulations that support more home based businesses.

1.3 Business
& Economic
Development

1.3.1 Evaluate and revise, if needed, the Convention Center lease agreement to assure that
the current roles and relationship is appropriately assigned.
1.3.2 Conduct an analysis to target Spearfish’s efforts to attract new industries.
1.3.4 Spearfish and the SEDC shall create a comprehensive marketing strategy to attract
new firms and businesses to the City.
1.3.11 Promote legitimate use of financial tools to promote economic development.

Community
Pillar
2. Fiscal &
Resource
Management

Focus Area
2.1
Governance &

Action Steps In Progress or Completed
2.1.2. Hold an Annual Department Operations Report special session with City Council each
year to provide information to the public on how services were provided.

Communication

2.1.3 Provide the public with easy access to city news, meetings, and opportunities to
participate through various media such as BHSU Video, Facebook, Newsletter, Code Red,
etc.
2.1.4 Communicate major city issues to the public by way of either a public information officer
or assigning an existing staff member to fulfill this duty
2.1.6 Develop outreach systems to Spearfish citizens.
2.1.7 Provide complete and accurate information in the City Council packets to assure the
City’s decision-making processes.
2.1.8 When establishing a fee charged to the user of a City service or facility, consider how
that user may currently contribute to that service/facility by way of property tax, sales tax or
other funding source, but not including the user fee itself. (Completion date set at 01/01/2018)
2.1.10 Develop information systems for the community that are relevant and efficient.
2.2
Stewardship of
Resources &
Assets

2.2.7 Seek the most efficient and cost effective means to achieve the desired results and
formalize how major purchases are justified.
SRAC=
a. Negotiating pricing of pre-approved capital projects to ensure they are within budget and the best deal is taking
place.
b. Allocation of pool feature replacement was not done as the equipment is in very good shape.
c. Climbing wall and agility walk were both under budget so savings will be had for funds to fix the items on the pool
deck.

2.2.9 Encourage collaboration with other governmental agencies to improve cost sharing and
equitable financial support for all constituents.
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2.2.10 Continuously review to identify new potential sources of revenue that are fair and
equitable for all.
2.3 Human
Resources,
Capacity &
Capital

2.3.4 Support the Spearfish Ambulance Service.
2.3.5 According to the best practices in the HR industry, manage employee performance,
and recruit highly qualified candidates.
2.3.6 Appropriately recognize outstanding performance by city employees.
2.3.7 Plan for staff advancement and train to enable that development.
2.3.9 Provide Training for individuals who conduct media interviews.

2.4 Fiscal
Mechanisms &
Public
Influence

Community
Pillar
3. Lifelong
Learning &
Leadership

2.4.6. Actively engage with legislative partners regarding changes to state law and formalize
a communication process.
2.4.7 Encourage staff to lead in their respective professional organizations and SDML policy
committees.

Focus Area

Action Steps In Progress or Completed

3.1 Leadership
&
Volunteerism

3.1.2 Ensure that all citizen boards that are required by ordinance or policy are performing
their duties as assigned, are trained appropriately and are recognized for their service on a
regular basis.

3.2
Partnerships &
Networking

3.2.2 Through participation in South Dakota Municipal League and professional
organizations, require the ongoing education and training of city leadership and staff so that
they may serve the community with the most up-to-date skills and knowledge.
3.2.7 Develop strong relationships with other governmental entities.

3.3 Programs
& Access
3.4 Growth
Trends &
Patterns

Community
Pillar
4.Quality of
Life

3.3.4 Continually review staffing to assure that staff are in proper areas for service model.
3.4.4 Grow the library system to meet the ongoing demands of the community.

Focus Area
4.1 Clean Air
Destination &
Marketing

Action Steps In Progress or Completed
4.1.1 Support projects, programs, and facilities that encourage bicycling as a transportation
choice.
4.1.8 Increase marketing efforts to promote sports tourism to Spearfish, i.e. tournament,
play and outdoor recreation.

4.2 Arts &
Culture

4.2.4 Identify funding and other in-kind methods to support art infrastructure.

4.3 Historic
Preservation

N/A at this time.

4.4 Parks &
Recreation

4.4.6 Provide for recreation facilities and buildings, in part, according to the priorities
identified by citizens in the recreation needs survey.
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Community
Pillar
5. Sense
of
Community

Focus Area

Action Steps In Progress or Completed

5.1
Community
Engagement

5.1.1. Assist City Council members to communicate on a regular basis with their respective
wards to share information with their constituents. Suggest meetings, coffee gathering, staff
offer guidance on what topics to discuss.
5.1.2 Form citizen work groups to act as a research and information gathering source for a
variety of City decisions.
5.1.4 Complete the Utility Rules and Regulations manual that will provide guidance to our
customers on how the city manages its utility system. (original completion date scheduled
for 01/31/2017)
5.1.5 Utilize all forms of media opportunities, (i.e. social network, print, web, radio, cross
promotion, Chamber of Commerce, and Visit Spearfish) to help improve the City’s
communication methods with the public.

5.2 Public
Services

5.2.4 Maintain and update long-term capital plan.

5.3
Community
Identity &
Branding

Scheduled for 2017.

FINAL COMMENTS
Since Strategic Plan implementation launch just a few short months ago, the number of action steps already set in
motion (approximately 40) and in some cases, completed baseline initiatives, is impressive. It is important to note
that numerous action steps have already been identified to begin in 2017 and some of the above reported action
steps will maintain their status level as “ongoing”.
The city administrator remains as the Community Pillars’ tracking progress and oversight manager. Linear tracking
mechanisms monitor the impact of the Pillars, the trends within the Focus Areas, and the coordinated execution
progress of the Action Plans to targeted performance success. Assigned staff and various departments will continue
as the responsible shepherds and accountable leaders for specific action steps under the 18 Focus Areas.
Strategies and priorities will remain fluid throughout the life of the strategic plan as internal and external factors may
result in a shift of focus and offer new opportunities for the action plans within the Community Pillars.
The Strategic Plan is a living, breathing five-year roadmap that will guide our community toward its desired direction.
The proactive blueprint will continue to be used as a:
• work plan tool
• decision-making resource
• balanced growth and economic development guide
• community engagement, lifelong learning and leadership stimulant
• integrated framework with existing plans,
• budgetary path for community sustainability
• pledge to foster our most precious commodity: the Spearfish community’s quality of life
Overall, momentum to continue the in-progress initiatives and launch new priorities for each Community Pillar is
strong. For more information about the Spearfish Community 2016-2020 Strategic Plan, please refer to the city’s
website: http://www.cityofspearfish.com/city_government/reports_and_presentations/index.php

MISSION: Our Livability Pledge
Our pledge is to serve the community by enriching the quality of life
through excellence in stewardship, strategic leadership and civic engagement.
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